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Durable, state-of the-art Casali 
single and double-layer dowel lifts, 
combined with high-tech INFLeX® 
inserts for the absolute best heel 
support performance. 

A unique technological 
breakthrough.  
Not only making the heels more 
robust and less prone to breakage, 
but also making substitution 
simpler and quicker.  

No glue needed.  

100% Made in Italy. 

Silent 
the part of the dowel lift that 
touches the ground is softer than a 
normal mono-component dowel lift 
and this allows for a silent walk. 

Grip 
Perfect adherence to the ground 
which means no slipping. 

X-Ray Quality Control Performed on 
the product line to check for the 
presence of air bubbles which could 
concievably become noticeable 
after mounting. 

DOWEL LIFTS WITH INFLEX® INSERTS 

Double Layer Inflex®  50 pair per box 
Code Pin Height Colour Size 

1547100+ Regular Pin 
15.3 mm 

Black 6,8,10,12 
1547101+ Oak 6,8,10 
1547110+ Short Pin 

10.5 mm 
Black 6,8,10,12 

1547111+ Oak 6,8,10,12 
1547120+ Thin Pin 

12.5 mm 
Black 6,8,10,12 

1547121+ Oak 6,8,10,12 
 

G09 

*All volume prices are based on same size and colour except volume assorted prices: same group. Prices subject to change without notice. Standard shipping terms apply. 

Single Layer Inflex®  50 pair per box 
Code Pin Height Colour Size 

1547050+ Regular Pin 
15.3 mm 

Black 6,8,10,12 
154705108 Oak 8 
1547060+ Short Pin 

10.5 mm 
Black 6,8,10,12 

154706108 Oak 8 
1547070+ Thin Pin 

12.5 mm 
Black 6,8,10,12 

154707108 Oak 8 
 

Double Layer Dowel Lift with Inflex® Inserts in 7 mm Thickness 
Produced in two materials: a rigid layer in order to support the 
dowel and a soft layer for walking on. The result is a resistant, 
quiet and comfortable shoe! 

Specifically designed 
for very high stiletto 
heels which use non-
elastic pins. 

Where and in what type of heels are they used 
The special insert is used for tall, stiletto high heels featuring 
metal non-elastic internal support pins, which are more robust 
and prevent heel breakage. Casali dowel lifts insert perfectly into 
the internal support pin, guaranteeing heel solidity. 

Characteristics 
the capacity to perfectly adapt to the internal component of the 
metal heel support. 

Easily replaced 




